The basic theories, development and applications of particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm are introduced-d 
Introduction
GA (Genetic Algorithm, GA) since the 1970s has become more mature formal evolutionary algorithms. It has entered a wide range of engineering fields, pipeline route optimization, machine learning, and pattern recognition and so on. GA based on the biological principle of natural selection and population genetics, is a kind of random, iterative, evolutionary search method. Basic genetic algorithm theory do not have convergence. Early in evolution, on the one hand, we hope that there are significant differences between the chromosomes in the population, the phenotype corresponding to the chromosome is scattered in the solution space to avoid the result of the operation to converge too early in local optimal solution. On the other hand, fitnesses of Chromosomes in the group don't differ too much in the latter, are close to the optimal solution but often swing near optimal solution and sometimes deviate from the direction of the optimal solution, converge slowly.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO) is raised by Kennedy and Eberhar in 1995 though the foraging behavior of birds. Different from evolutionary thinking of Genetic algorithm ,which is based on Darwin's "survival of the fittest, survival of the fittest" , the particle swarm optimization algorithm find the optimal solution through collaboration between individuals. Study found that PSO algorithm can be used to solve complex optimization problems [1] . Just a few years, PSO algorithm has received a great development, and successfully applied to many function optimization and engineering technology.It could be found that, through the analysis of biological communities, swarm intelligence of other complex behavior like their cooperation and competition between individuals can often produce some effective solutions to problems [2] . Intelligent algorithm is used in combination can play to their strengths while avoiding their defects.This article discusses the characteristics of the GA and PSO algorithm and the hybrid algorithm development.
Basic Principles
Two algorithms are codes dealing with a collection of parameters, rather than the arguments themselves. They operate in the mapping space of the solution space, randomly initializing population, random searching and evaluating the system with a fitness value. The basic principle of GA and PSO algorithms and their features are as follows:
Genetic Algorithms
Main steps of standard GA (proposed by Holland in 1975) the are as follows: 1 Encoding. Data in the problem solution space is represented as genotype structure data in genetic space, different combinations referred as different regions of the solution space.
2 Initialization of group. Randomly generated string structure data is considered individuals of group, N individuals constitute the initial population as the first-generation iteration. 3 Evaluation of adaptability. GA test and decide the individuals in groups to be good or bad with adaptive function according to the specific problem .
4 Selection operations. Based on fitness value, GA will determine breeding opportunities of next generation, and select good individuals to be parents breeding offspring, reflecting the "survival of the fittest" principle. 6 Mutations. Mutation is to change the value of the structure of randomly selected individuals by the a certain probability. Mutation probability is very low, generally take between 0.001-0.01 (Kenneth Dejong pointed out that it is enough to prevent local convergence if mutation probability of each bit is 0.001).
There is a mathematical theory of GA. Operations of GA is based on three typical operators shared and controlled by whole population. Finally, we can search from the parent to the offspring defined on time. Populations converge slowly, and move to the best area. GA is widely used, has now penetrated into communication [3] , electronics [4] , traffic [5] , optimization of engineering structures [6] , computational mathematics [7] , aerospace, manufacturing systems [8] , computer science [9] , etc.
Basic Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
PSO algorithm thought from artificial life and evolutionary computation theory and from the flock of birds, and used for the optimization problem. Solution of the problem , called "particle"， correspond with bird position in search space. Every particle has its position parameters and speed parameters, and a fitness parameters can be used to decide good position or bad position. Particles search with two reference position. They were individual extreme value (pbest) and global extreme value (gbest) in the global version of PSO and pbest and local extreme value (some particles are replaced by better pbest, gbest and lbest. Particles search with position iteration and constantly updating their speed, best position in the iteration was written as lbest). New (1) and (2) was found in search process. It is assumed that solution space is D dimensions. The position and velocity of a particle i are D-dimensional vectors, expressed as
and other vectors are also D dimensions. Iterative equation is as follows：
The dth dimension speed parameter of particle i in the kth iteration is expressed with V id (k), and acceleration factors with C 1 and C 2 . If C 1 and C 2 are too little , particles could not get to the target area；otherwise，particles would miss the target area. There is often a value 2, such as expression C 1 =C 2 =2；The rand 1.2 is a random number between 0 and 1; The dth dimension location of particle i in kth iteration is expressed as X id (k); The individual extreme value of the dth dimension of particle i is expressed as pbest id ，while global extreme value expressed as gbest d . The max of every dimention of particle is expressed as v dmax , and its value could be choosed between -v dmax and v dmax to avoid particle fly away optimal solution or fall into local extreme value [10] . Global PSO converge faster, but easy to fall into local extreme value. So it can be a good idea to search approximately with global PSO at first，and then with local PSO.
The flowchart is shown in Figure 1 : firstly, initialization. Initialize a particle group, and its position and velocity parameters. With Pbest of each particle being current location, calculate the fitness to get a gbest, record it. Secondly， evaluation of the individual particles. Calculate the fitness value of individual particles, if better than the current pbest value, set pbest to be the position of the particle, and update the individual extremes. If the best individual extremum of all particles is better than the current global extremum , also set gbest to be the particle position, record the serial number of the particle, and update the global extremum.Thirdly, updating the particles. update each particle's velocity and position with equation (1) and (2) .The fourth,testing conditions of the end. the end conditions are generally the appropriate number of iterations or the error requirement. Meet the conditions and end, otherwise go back to the second step.
PSO operations are achieved mainly by a few simple control parameters. By history and the best individual all the information and the search direction are given， and the historical optimal position of each generation is maintained. Compare to the GA, the basic PSO is not sensitive to population size, less precise, easy to divergence; only converge fast at the initial of the algorithm. PSO can actually be seen as a variant of the genetic model. The PSO a very Figure 1 . Basic PSO weak form of selection, if the pbest is seen as a member of the population [12] . If you remove V id (k) in the iteration equation of the speed, can be thought as a cross-algebra, each iteration of V id (k) become the process of adapting. Overall, PSO is simple and effective, easy to control, and can converge to optimal faster than the GA through being improved in most cases. Some improved methods are: cluster decomposition method [11] , selection [12] , the neighborhood operator [13] , PSO using stretching technology [14] , no hope / wish to re-approach [15] , Breeding [16] , SNT (sequential niche technique) [17] , co-PSO [18] . They research PSO by improving convergence rate, increasing diversity, ensuring convergence of PSO, etc, made some more suitable non-standard models of the PSO algorithm to the every kind of problems.
PSO has been widely used for function optimization [19] , neural network training [20] 
Application and Features
PSO shows unique advantages in many aspects of the application. In solving some of the typical function optimization problems PSO is better than GA to optimize the results [31] . PSO 
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Research of PSO/Genetic Algorithms and Development of its Hybrid Algorithm Lei FENG,Wei Wei is easy to control because of simple structure, its performance is more stable for the dynamic objective function [32] [33] . The essence of many engineering problems is a function optimization problem or can be reduced to a function optimization problem to solve. Although the GA is a mature function optimization algorithm, it often has not satisfying convergence speed and accuracy to achieve the desired requirements for complex functions of high-dimensional and multi-local extreme. and PSO has no complex operations such as choice, crossover and mutation and can adapt to such problems by quickly reaching the global merit [34] . Shi and Eberhart reach conclusion that PSO has improved speed and accuracy than GA for most non-linear Benchmark function optimization problems [35] . Analysis of Parkinson's disease is it a good study in neural network applications. As an effective new algorithm PSO can almost replace GA all disciplines and fields that GA can be applied, has the potential uses in system design, classification of multi-objective optimization, signal processing, robotics, planning, decision making and simulation etc. There have been successful examples, such as real-time path planning of robot , fuzzy controller design, work scheduling, image segmentation, speech recognition, burns diagnosis, EEG signal simulation, and the detection of moving targets, and so on.
The combination of GA and PSO
Compare to GA, PSO algorithm is simpler, easier to control and find a good solution. Generally, the PSO can find better results than GA. Improved model of PSO has to change its individual steps or parameters or the overall algorithm. Although the principle of the GA algorithm is more complex than the PSO algorithm, it has its advantages and features on the algorithm. Therefore, the characteristics of the GA and PSO can be combined to achieve better results.
Currently, the algorithms that combine GA and PSO are as follows: First, selection is conducted after randomly generated groups and the model iteration ( Research of PSO/Genetic Algorithms and Development of its Hybrid Algorithm Lei FENG,Wei Wei divide into two parts, good and bad. Maintain that optimum of individuals in the history don't change by replacing positions and speeds of a bad group with positions and speeds of a good group [31] . This approach sacrifices the global search capabilities, and promotes the convergence rate, but is difficult to get satisfactory results for the situation of multi-dimensional, nonlinear, and more complex extreme, and can not effectively track the dynamic function.
The second, half of random groups in which each particle has bigger fitness value are regarded as parent individuals to breed and iterate. They make crossover and iteration with GA, and update themselves with PSO. Then select the best individual and repeated operations until termination condition is met, as shown in Figure 2 . In this approach best individual is simply made parallel operations of two algorithms. We can get optimal solutions in a wider range while obtain the diversity of GA and Quick Search of PSO [36] [37] [41] . Third, the paper [37] proposed an advanced modified GA (VPGA, GA with variable population-size), it has a dynamic number of groups, and the number of each generation is not fixed. The idea stems from the natural laws of natural death of organisms. If the number of individual survival generations is greater than limit value, make it to death. If individuals of the entire group exceed the maximum of limit value, reduce the number of individuals with the "war" or "disease" and randomly select the individuals of initial groups to cycle. The algorithm uses the structure of Figure 3 . The algorithm is more reasonable to get relatively good results, in comparison with the basic GA and PSO can converge to the optimal value for 100%.
Fourth, the paper [39] [37] [40] [41] combines basic GA and PSO by the parallel and serial way. They are PGPHEA and PGSHEA. PGPHEA is very similar to the third type, but PGSHEA is firstly to initialize and operate with PSO operator, and then operate with GA operators. Limit the maximum of generations that two operations generate and the maximum of generations of whole groups, end if number of generations is beyond the maximum, as shown in Figure 4 .
The paper simulates with a unconstraint function and constraint function for testing and comparison with the basic PSO algorithm, the results showed that PSO always converges faster, but can not converge to the global optimum very well, while hybrid of two algorithms can mostly converge to the global optimum value.
In summary , the first thought used a local GA to improve PSO algorithm (partial mixing), the rest are the global combinations of the two algorithms (global mixing). Improved hybrid algorithms are more complex than PSO algorithm, and the effect is better than PSO algorithm.These algorithms represent ideas of combination. Adding other natural factors that makes the algorithm more reasonable provides an improved idea [37] [39] [42] .
Improved algorithms improve the basic PSO algorithm only in the individual steps and improve accuracy limitedly, and more is to maintain a fast convergence of PSO so that avoid the divergence lately. So it can only applied in the algorithms that have fast convergence without high-precision requirements. To improve accuracy, when the two sets of mechanisms merge with global algorithm, algorithms can be more reasonable and proper by more careful observation and simulation of a series of mechanisms of natural populations such as survival, elimination, evolution. However, with the increase of process steps in structure, the calculation speed of the algorithm is greatly reduced, and the efficiency can not even meet the basic requirements.Thus in addition to improve the algorithm, should also focus to balance of the accuracy and speed of computation in specific issues.
Summary and Outlook
PSO algorithm itself is too simple with only a few control parameters (c 1 ,c 2 ,ω), and do not have universal significance, because of lack of mathematical theory, should not be directly used in scientific research and engineering. Hence need to strengthen mathematical theory research, establish the corresponding mathematical theory to support and improve the natural laws of the reasonableness of simulation and modeling. In addition to genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization, there are other artificial intelligence algorithms that people are concerned about and research, such as artificial neural network (ANN), fuzzy logic system (FLS), simulated annealing and ant colony algorithm. Penetrating of them in specific issues will be the main way to improve performance and application of the algorithm. There are currently some combined algorithms that merged ideas of algorithms [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Application fields of PSO is need to further broaden, especially some fields closely related to national economy, such as weather, disease, disaster prediction,etc. Research of PSO/Genetic Algorithms and Development of its Hybrid Algorithm Lei FENG, Wei Wei 
